S O L IDA R I T Y
EC O N O M Y

How Universal Basic
Income Can Help Build
a Solidarity Economy
b y R ich W hitn e y

I am now convinced that the simplest approach will
prove to be the most effective—the solution to poverty is
to abolish it directly by a now widely discussed measure:
the guaranteed income.—Martin Luther King, Jr.1
By raising and
supporting the
demand for UBI at
a level sufficient to
eliminate poverty,
solidarity economy
activists would
be siding with the
140 million-plus
workers suffering
from poverty or
near-poverty
today. It is difficult
to imagine any
other single act
of solidarity that
could rival that in
magnitude.

A

t a time when humankind and the global

ecosystem confront overlapping existential crises,2 growing numbers of us realize
that systemic change is essential, and that we must agitate for an expansion of
social ownership and democratic workers/community control of our economy.
These conceptions of a new social system go under many names: eco-socialism,3
cooperative commonwealth, pluralist commonwealth,4 among others. Here I will use
the broad term solidarity economy as shorthand to describe these various visions of
a postcapitalist organization of society.
Although these visions have important differences among them, they are all predicated on the notion that better options exist than either continuing to accept the
capitalist status quo or supporting the twentieth-century “command economy”
alternatives to capitalism that, like it or not, have been popularly associated with
the terms “socialism” or “communism.” Solidarity economy advocates insist that it
is not only possible but also imperative for working people to organize to bring the
economy under genuine democratic control to meet their needs and restore health
to our contaminated environment.
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Around the world, people are organizing democratic, communitybased organizations to meet their material needs.

The exciting theoretical and systems-design work is being

co-ops to organize; reforms to help redirect labor

undertaken by organizations that include The Democracy

to environmental restoration like the Green New

Collaborative and its Next System Project, Democracy

Deal; and taking on the military-industrial complex.

5

6

at Work,7 and the Green Eco-Socialist Network.8 But
this work is not being conducted in a vacuum. It reflects,

To this list, I would add a fourth reason, and the focus of

and is aligned with, developments at the grassroots level.

this article: There are categories of reforms that can help

Around the world, people are organizing democratic,

unify and empower the working class and give it the breath-

community-based organizations to meet their material

ing space it needs to build systemic economic alternatives.

needs. These institutions include but are not limited to

I submit that universal basic income (UBI) falls into this

worker-owned or producers’ cooperatives, consumer coop-

category.

eratives, public banks, community land trusts, alternative
currencies, and time banks. In many communities, advo-

WHAT IS UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME?

cates for these institutions have formed coalitions or net-

Initiating a comprehensive series of papers on UBI for the

works of mutual support, such as Cooperation Jackson,9

Great Transition Initiative, founding member and honorary

Cooperation Humboldt,

10

and the Chicago-based Kola Nut

Collaborative.11 These efforts are backed by such national
networks as the U.S. Solidarity Economy Network
(USSEN),12 the Center for Economic Democracy,13 the New
Economy Coalition,14 and Transition US.15

copresident of the Basic Income Earth Network (BIEN) Guy
Standing has provided a concise definition of UBI:
A basic income system would aim to assure basic
economic security to all, independent of employment,
by providing every legal resident of a country with

I have argued elsewhere that the solidarity economy move-

an equal monthly sum of money, without conditions,

ment must enter the terrain of electoral politics and seek

as an economic right. Such unconditionality is what

to win some measure of state power.16 A full exposition of

distinguishes a basic income from other welfare

the reasons for doing so is beyond the scope of the

programs. A modest basic income would be paid to

present article, but there are three principal reasons:

individuals as individuals, regardless of household

1. It will be extraordinarily difficult for the solidarity
economy movement to overcome capitalism by
competing head-to-head with the established
banks and corporations that now predominate,
unless the economic playing field is altered.
2. A strategy of just “building more co-ops” and the

arrangements, work status, or prior contributions.
Importantly, it would be guaranteed to all regardless
of other income, thus bypassing the stigmatizing and
exclusionary means-testing intrinsic to many welfare
programs.17
The Chicago Resilient Families Task Force, which aims to

like without embracing a goal of social

launch a pilot UBI program in that city, has provided a

reorganization will not be sufficient to overcome

useful set of criteria or design principles that distinguish

the internal logic and destructive practices of

UBI from similar proposals (although it uses the term guar-

capitalism as a system. In other words, we do

anteed income rather than UBI):

not want “democratic worker control” of oil and
natural gas extraction, private health insurance,

■

a basic standard of living.

prisons, or financial trading.
■

The income is a regular fixed amount.

facilitate the growth of solidarity economy institu-

■

The income is distributed at regular intervals.

tions—for example, legislation to create public

■

The income is provided for a sustained period

3. There are categories of reforms that can help

banks; monetary reform; making it easier for
64
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of time.

The potential for building solidarity could be enhanced if a movement-based
demand for UBI were to include a component for paying reparations.

■

■

The income is given with no strings attached; it is

I. UBI is consonant with core solidarity economy principles

unconditional.

and will help build the solidarity essential to a successful

Eligibility is usually simple—recipients simply

transition to a postcapitalist economy.

need to be a resident in a predefined geographic

As defined by USSEN, the solidarity economy “constitutes

region, such as a city or a state. Otherwise, it is
unrestricted.18

an alternative development framework” that is “grounded
in practice and the following principles:

To this I would add only that the criterion of “sustained period

■

solidarity, mutualism, and cooperation

of time” should encompass programs that are intended to

■

equity in all dimensions: race/ethnicity/

be ongoing or of indefinite duration, and that the “geographic
region” contemplated should include programs of national and
global scale. Considering economies of scale and the federal

nationality, class, gender, LGBTQ
■

and the unfettered rule of the market

government’s unique capacity to create money, the focus
should be to establish a UBI program at the national level.19

PRINCIPAL (AND PRINCIPLED)
REASONS TO SUPPORT UBI
UBI would not directly create a postcapitalist society. In
fact, insofar as it would alleviate human suffering under the
capitalist status quo, an argument could be made that it
might help preserve capitalism, much as the New Deal was
intended by FDR to “to protect the system of private property and free enterprise by correcting such injustices and
inequalities as arise from it”—that is, to “reform” in order
to “preserve.”20 The fact that UBI was embraced by such
libertarian/neoliberal economists as Friedrich Hayek and
Milton Friedman21 and is being given serious consideration
by the International Monetary Fund22 does nothing to allay
this concern.
Of course, the argument that UBI should be rejected
because it might help preserve capitalism could be applied
to virtually any type of social-welfare measure. Applying the
same logic could lead one to the untenable proposition
that perhaps activists should advocate for dismantling
existing remedial programs like unemployment insurance,
SNAP, and Social Security, on the theory that greater immiseration will help “speed the revolution.” No serious advocate for social progress would support such a strategy.
Even granting the possibility that UBI could help prolong the
existence of capitalism, there are some compelling reasons
why solidarity economy advocates should support UBI:

the primacy of social welfare over profits

■

sustainability

■

social and economic democracy

■

pluralism and organic approach, allowing
for different forms in different contexts

■

and open to continual change driven from
the bottom up.”23

UBI surely fits within this set of values. It promotes solidarity, since every member of society would be entitled to its
benefits. UBI would especially help improve conditions for
and help liberate marginalized peoples—for example,
women, and especially women of color, who tend to be disproportionately engaged in unpaid care work, and women
trapped in abusive or oppressive relationships for economic
reasons—as was noted in the initial findings of the Stockton [California] Economic Empowerment Demonstration.24
The potential for building solidarity could be enhanced if a
movement-based demand for UBI were to include a component for paying reparations. In other words, the level of
income support provided in a UBI program could be
adjusted to provide additional income—a reparations
sur-payment, if you will—for descendants of enslaved
people, Native Americans, and others directly harmed by
colonialism and structural racism.
By its very nature, capitalism exploits all workers, but it
has systematically oppressed some more than others.
Therefore, all should be able to unite around a demand
that the same ruling class that has accumulated obscene
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It is shameful—and it speaks volumes about capitalism—that poverty and human suffering
persist, and in some respects have grown worse, in the richest nation in the world.

levels of wealth from the exploitation of wage labor should

UBI would not only help working people survive periods of

begin to make amends to all workers—while at the same

unemployment immediately, it would also stimulate the

time recognizing that some merit additional compensation

economy. Applying a Keynesian macroeconomic model to

for additional layers of historic brutal oppression and

a hypothetical UBI of $1,000 a month to all adults in the

subjugation.

United States, economists Michalis Nikiforos, Marshall

Perhaps most important, activists should embrace the
demand for UBI because it would directly and substantively
address one of the principal reasons for the solidarity
economy movement’s existence—ending senseless and
avoidable human suffering. We want a solidarity economy
because we want a society and governing bodies that care

Steinbaum, and Gennaro Zezza of the Roosevelt Institute
conclude

that

it

would

expand

the

economy

by

12.56 percent over the baseline after eight years, and
that “even when the policy is tax- rather than debt-financed, there is an increase in output, employment,
prices, and wages.”29

about people and that will put an end to privation and suf-

As a side benefit—but one underscored by COVID-19—a

fering as a first order of business.

real UBI program (unlike the paltry relief checks that Con-

It is shameful—and it speaks volumes about capitalism—
that poverty and human suffering persist, and in some
respects have grown worse, in the richest nation in the
world. Official poverty in the United States, which notori-

gress reluctantly sent out to most Americans) would allow
society to respond much more effectively to public-health
emergencies, allowing workers to shelter in place as
needed without major suffering.

ously understates the actual level of poverty, has fluctu-

Ending poverty, homelessness, and hunger is a moral

ated between 10 and 15 percent for over fifty years.25 A

imperative. By raising and supporting the demand for UBI

deeper analysis of Census data by the Kairos Center for

at a level sufficient to eliminate poverty, solidarity economy

Religions, Rights & Social Justice and the Poor People’s

activists would be siding with the 140 million-plus workers

Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival concluded that

suffering from poverty or near-poverty today. It is difficult to

43.5 percent of the U.S. population—140 million people—

imagine any other single act of solidarity that could rival

are poor or low-income in the United States today.

26

That

number has surely grown larger during the pandemicinduced recession.

that in magnitude.
II. Since UBI would both reduce unemployment and reduce
workers’ need to rely on the sale of their labor power in the

The wealthiest nation in the world should be able to guar-

capitalist economy as their sole means of survival, it would

antee a basic “floor” for its people. A fundamental purpose

allow them to devote more time to caring for loved ones,

of any government worthy of public support is to ensure

education, and doing work to advance a solidarity economy.

the economic security and well-being of its people. UBI is a
simple and straightforward means of fulfilling that purpose.

Contrary to the shopworn myths that UBI, like other
social-welfare programs, would promote laziness, real-world

Moving forward, UBI would help address the growing crisis

experience demonstrates that the opposite is true. In the

caused by the ongoing mass displacement of labor from

Stockton experiment, for example, only 28 percent of recipi-

productive and gainful employment into the ranks of

ents had full-time employment at the inception of the

the unemployed or underemployed. Computerization,

program, but the percentage rose to 40 percent after one

automation, and robotization are continuing to eliminate

year, a level substantially higher than gains realized by the

industrial and even some service employment, consigning

control group.30 Standing writes that “Finland’s basic

more and more workers to lower-paying jobs in the “guard

income experiment found that removing the condition that

labor” sector,

27

the gig economy,

employment.
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the unemployed had to search for jobs made no difference
to employment. In fact, recipients had slightly more days in
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There is no factual basis for the canard that UBI would somehow rob people of ambition. What it would do
is give working people more and better choices as to how they opt to spend their productive time.

employment than the control group.”31 Other studies have

Work is not something people try to avoid; on the

shown, at most, only slight decreases in paid work time—

contrary, purposeful work is an integral part of human

with most of those decreases accounted for by recipients

flourishing. If people were liberated by UBI from the

devoting more time to such pursuits as providing family care,

daily necessity to sell their labor for survival, they

education, or searching for better employment.

would reinvest their time in crucial parts of the

32

In short, there is no factual basis for the canard that UBI
would somehow rob people of ambition. What it would do is
give working people more and better choices as to how they
opt to spend their productive time. Tim Hollo, executive
director of the Green Institute, writes,
[At] heart, what UBI does is decommodify us. Labor
is the central commodification in our economy and
society, and it commodifies everything else by ensuring that the vast majority of us are kept too busy
to engage in non-market activities—growing food,
sharing and repairing, building social connection,
taking part in collective decision making. If we transform that relation of power, what we will do is create
space for the non-market economy to flourish. [...]
Fundamentally, if we are to transform our society away
from its extractive basis, we must sever the connection between paid labor and the capacity to survive.
The clearest way to do this is through some form of
UBI or social dividend.33

economy that, as Kate Raworth outlines in Doughnut
Economics, have mostly been hidden from view—the
household and the commons. They would care for
loved ones, build community, and dare to do whatever
it is that inspires them. The domination of the economy
by the market would inevitably decline while those
other, life-affirming sectors would be strengthened.35
In sum, although UBI does not directly aid the transformation of the economic basis of society from capitalism to a
solidarity economy, it can indirectly aid that transformation
in two respects: (1) It can give some workers badly needed
breathing space, so that they can turn some of their attention to social issues and organizing for social change
instead of having to devote all of their time and energy to a
daily struggle to survive; and (2) it can give workers more
freedom in how they use their productive time, allowing
them to refuse jobs that are socially or environmentally
destructive or wasteful, accept employment in the solidarity economy sector or in positions that are otherwise
socially beneficial (if less remunerative), and/or devote

Hollo also points out that, whereas stringent means-tested

more time to productive pursuits outside of formal employ-

social-welfare programs—or, “Targeted support, with the

ment, including education and caring for others.

necessary punitive and surveillance-based mechanisms to
apply that targeting”—are “inherently divisive,” trials of UBI
have “shown that people feel (correctly) that society wants

III. UBI would be an immense improvement over existing,
means-tested social-welfare programs.

to include them, and they repay that inclusion through con-

Because it would be universal, UBI would allow government

tribution and participation. Universalist approaches breed

to eliminate a great deal of the wasteful bureaucracy and

trust by demonstrating trust.”

the time-consuming and often humiliating means-testing

34

Jeremy Lent, founder of the Liology Institute, reaches a
similar conclusion:

practices that accompany most current welfare programs.
This is something of a double-edged sword. Some critics

A true UBI would transform the relationship between
labor and capital and weaken the power of the wealthy
elite to control the population.

[…]

raise the specter of UBI being used as an opportunity for
right-wing or rightward-leaning legislators to cut existing
social-welfare programs.36 Here again, though, the same
criticism could be leveled against any proposed social-welfare reform. Yes, reactionary elites will always have the
inclination

to

intentionally

underfund
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undermine a beneficial reform, but that is not a legitimate
objection to advocating for the reform in the first place.

secure it versus other projects that would advance the ball.
I submit that it does merit such expenditure, especially

This criticism fails to recognize that the benefits of any

considering the dire straits that millions of people are in

such reform measure always depend upon political will. For

today, exacerbated by the pandemic-related recession.

example, just because public funding of higher education in

There is a desperate need in the here and now to “raise

the United States has been inadequate for decades, this

the floor” beneath the 140 million-plus Americans who are

does not make higher education a bad idea. The public

struggling to make ends meet, and afford them some badly

housing system in the United States is horrible, but that

needed breathing space to imagine an economy where

does not make public housing a bad idea. The success of

principles of solidarity truly become the norm.

any reform always depends, in the final analysis, on sufficient mobilization to not only win the gain but also maintain
it over time.

There is good news here. The solidarity economy is begin-

Therefore, the only legitimate aspect of this criticism of

ning to emerge as a viable alternative to the status quo for

reforms like UBI is that the political mobilization needed to

growing numbers of unemployed and low-income workers.

obtain it and sustain it over time will divert time and energy

But the key word here is beginning. To build support, advo-

from other projects that may more directly advance us

cates for a solidarity economy would do well to demand

toward a solidarity economy. In short, it comes down to a

UBI. We have an historic opportunity to once again stand

judgment call on whether work on this reform merits the

with Dr. King and follow his advice from half a century ago

expenditure of time, effort, and political capital needed to

to abolish poverty—simply and directly.
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